Three tips to make my storage more
resilient in an unpredictable world
Not all flash solutions are created equal. Kaminario doesn’t just
keep your business online 100% of the time, it understands and
adapts to your data center’s changing workloads for superior
storage availability. Command your ship.

DELIVER OUTSTANDING RESILIENCY
From high-volume, low-margin retailers to global
banking corporations, every business requires
‘always-on’ storage to maximize operational
performance and secure their advantage.

YOUR 3 ESSENTIAL TIPS FOR
BUILDING A SMARTER, MORE
RESILIENT STORAGE STRATEGY

TIP 1

DEPLOY DATA
CENTER-AWARE STORAGE

Delivering high availability storage for the highly
heterogeneous workload environment of the
modern data center requires more than simply
focusing on speeds and feeds.

TIP 2

Go from NDU to NDE

TIP 3

Demand SLA guarantees

Just non-disruptive upgrades (NDU) are not
enough anymore. Deploy a storage solution that
provides non-disruptive everything (NDE) including
seamless and non-disruptive capacity and
performance scaling.

Avoid All-flash solutions that cannot
guarantee 99.999% availability. Many
vendors talk a big game, very few back up
their promises with written guarantees and
remediation for the vendor.

EXCEL AT AVAILABILITY WITH KAMINARIO
How does Kaminario deliver the best enterprise availability in the market?
The Kaminario K2 solution is designed for always-on availability
• Unique RAID implementation and multi-domain redundant components drive
99.999% availability for your critical data
• K2’s DataProtect ensures the highest level of availability and protection of your
data through its set of rich data services

Ours is the most complete, perpetual upgrade program in the industry
• Zero forklift upgrades
• Zero complex data migrations
• Zero autonomic, non-disruptive rebalance
• Zero downtime while upgrading

We give you data center-aware storage
• Cloud-based Kaminario clarity simplifies and optimizes storage health
management for workloads including Oracle, VMware, Microsoft and more
• Performs analytics in the cloud, so Flash controllers focus on storage throughput
• Ensures hardware failures never impact availability

We provide cast-iron availability guarantees
• The DataAssurance™ Performance ensures your K2 will deliver 99.999% uptime, if not
we provide additional support at zero cost

CUSTOMERS BUY INTO OUR AVAILABILITY PROMISE

Investment portfolio provider
• Reconciliation load times reduced by 75%
• Long-running report load times improved by 65%
• Improved customer satisfaction

“

We felt that many of the pure flash arrays
were either too costly or not production
worthy. Kaminario impressed us as being
both enterprise-ready and cost-effective.
James Price
Director of Product Development
Clearwater Analytics

“

Clearwater Analytics

Want to know more?
Download your own Universal Translator: Six Questions to Ask Your All-flash Vendor

or

Call Kaminario at 1-855-876-2441 to speak
with an expert or email info@kaminario.com

